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Angrboda
Well now who’s THIS cutie patootie?

Aw, that there’s Angrboda—little 

Giant lady I seen rootin’ ‘round 

those old Jötnar shrines...





Yellow/gold has long been associated with 

the Giants—probably an allusion to the 
golden Glittering Fields of Jötunheim.

Golden threaded hair wraps are a darlin’ touch…

Love the subtle shade of the tattoo pigment… 
something from Jötunheim, I’d guess





I do believe we’re looking at hand-carved 
reindeer antler. Not too shabby…



A touch of natural color from the 
rocks in this homemade necklace.

Must have taken ages to collect 
and curate...

Yeah, seems she’s had 

some time on her hands

Beautifully designed clasp. 
Can’t tell what material 
without a closer look.

Clasps were a symbol 
of unity for the Jötnar.

I’m fairly confident those are snakes.
She sure is into worms





These rings might be used 
to hang harvested resources 
from her belt

Fascinatin’ texture on this leather—
maybe from the hide of a creature 
that don’t exist outside Jötunheim

Eye beads? Foiled glass? Painted jet?  
All I knows is I want some for my own.

Traditional Jötnar design work 
and craftsmanship

In other words... 
beautiful!

Indigo-dyed leather bag… 
wonder what the orange dust is?

Lúnda, this is exactly why I urge 
you to hide these notes.

My vote is cheese cracker dust



Hammered steel maybe?

Or a metal that’s native to 
Jötunheim and unknown to us.

Bronze arm-band… do the Giants 
still have smiths and forges, or 
are these all heirlooms?





Love this open-front, vertical rib design. 
Keeps the boots lightweight and 
flexible, but durable.

burnished copper boot guard—stylish 
and practical. I just love this girl.
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